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The mid to long-term perspectives for geostationary satellites are challenged by their capability to
remain competitive, in terms of capacity versus cost and supported services, with regards to the
evolution of existing terrestrial technology and the emergence of new ones. For the satellite to keep
playing a major role, it should offer wide capacity, good availability, high flexibility, and guarantee
the required quality of service in a cost efficient way. In order to increase system capacity, high
frequency bands such as Ka (20-30 GHz) or Q/V (40-50 GHz) bands have been allocated. However,
the major limitation of these bands is the influence of propagation through the atmosphere. As the
operating frequency is increased, gas, clouds and rain attenuation as well as scintillation become more
severe. On the other hand, technology limitations prevent the use of large static margins and push
towards the implementation of Fade Mitigation Techniques (FMT). Among those techniques, adaptive
modulation/coding are of high interest as they allow the performance of individual links to be
optimised, and the transmission characteristics to be adapted to the propagation channel conditions
and to the service requirements of the given link.
The aim of this tutorial is to demonstrate the advantages of FMT and in particular of Adaptive Coding
and Modulation as defined in DVB-S2/DVB-RCS standard when considered in a distributed access
satellite broadband system using Ka-band for user links and Q/V band for feeder links. The influence
of the propagation channel is introduced first to present advanced models of the dynamics of the
propagation channel. Then, a methodology to assess system performance with and without FMTs is
outlined and applied to the considered system to select the best combination of FMTs to comply
system requirements expressed in terms of availability, coverage area and capacity. Finally,
implementation issues are addressed, in terms of detection and decision scheme, estimation
techniques and control loop optimisation thanks to the introduction of propagation fade events.
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